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Stranded on a mysterious island populated by hulking barbarians from another age, four innocent

young women will be chosen to bear the children of the tribe's biggest, most virile males. Can they

overcome their fears to sate their captors' savage lust?This compilation contains four sizzling stories

from Fannie Tucker's bestselling series, Island of the Cavemen:The Original TaleOn a newly

discovered island shrouded in fog and mystery, a university expedition expected to find moss,

grass, and birds. Instead, they found they weren't alone.When a mammoth and a band of primitive

hunters drive the expedition from the island, one woman is left behind. In the darkness, she'll soon

come face to face with three hundred pounds of muscle and testosterone driven by a single-minded

desire for her innocent young body. And she'll learn that what she fears most is the desire in her

heart.The Mammoth Lord's BroodmaidenOn a remote island shrouded in fog and lost in time, a clan

of fishermen lives under the constant threat of their savage cousins. The Hunters take what they

want, and the clan's young women are the price of peace. Chosen to bear the Mammoth Lord's heir,

young Laya is taken to a secret valley, where she must find the strength to endure a hulking brute's

raging desire.The Mating RitualThey should have known better. They should have called someone.

Letting the wealthy young businessmen lure them onto the big yacht had been foolish, and now

Hannah and Taylor find themselves cast onto the shores of a fog-shrouded island, traded to hulking

Neanderthals for priceless artifacts.In the caves of the Neanderthals, Hannah will do anything to

protect a friend, even subject herself to the depraved lusts of the cavemen. In a pit surrounded by

savages, the Neanderthal shaman will prepare her as an offering to their champion, a massive

mountain of muscle and hair who will use her slender young body as a vessel for his lust... and

fertile soil for his seed.The Chieftain's BroodmaidenAfter a daring escape from a smuggling vessel

foundering in the North Pacific, Nina finds herself cold and wet on a dark shore. The light of a fire

reveals a race of primitive Neanderthals who sweep her away to their lair, where she will be an

offering to their chieftain, a hulking monster of muscle and testosterone driven by a single-minded

desire to plant his seed in her innocent young body. Click "Look Inside" for a preview too hot for !
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I enjoyed these short fast paced stories. Reading other reviews I knew what I was getting into. It is

written well and I like that there isn't too much filler in the story where you find yourself skimming

through pages waiting to find out how it ends. The only problem I found was the ending I wish these

were longer and more actual story where maybe these cavemen had more to them

I loved these stories. They were so gritty and good. I haven't read that much of this kind of story, but

I liked it. The only other stories I've read like this are Nadia Nightside's stuff. If you like primal

banging, you'll like these stories.

Some big naughty Cavemen in here....descriptive, fun and pretty dang hot. Fun read Fannie Tucker.

WAY overpriced for the amount of book you get! These are not stories, they are scenes. The writing

is good and that is why I took a chance, but I was super disappointed. Each couple has relations

once and story over! The potential for a great series is there. If this author has any full length books

I will certainly give them a chance, but this one is a NO!

Great collection of hot and sexy short stories! Always a fan of Fannie!
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